**PhD Position**

A PhD position is open at BFC starting October 2018. The project requires strong expertise in multistep synthesis and deals with the development of bio-conjugation methodologies with potential application in the preparation of novel format of targeting agent for ADC and other delivery vectors. It will involve reactivity studies and development of tailored molecular probes as well as biological assays of novel targeting entities.

**Required knowledge and skills:**

- Solid training in organic chemistry
- Interest in learning protein/DNA chemistry, bio-conjugation, bio-analytic, cell assay
- Capability to work efficiently, both independently and as part of a team
- Written and oral communication skill as well as good level in English.

**Application**

Candidates are invited to submit their application (CV, academic record and cover letter including contact of references persons) to: Dr. Alain Wagner alwag@unistra.fr.